
Gin
Ring O’ Bells Loves Gin

We really do love gin & we hope you do too! Try one of  our specially selected 

gins & discover your perfect Gin & Tonic.

Beefeater >>London

With big juniper character & strong citrus notes, this is a real London Dry for those that enjoy the real taste of gin.

Bombay Sapphire >> England 

The ultimate expression of the quintessential classic Gin & Tonic. Bombay Sapphire with its floral earthiness enhances 

the bright, fresh flavours of citrus and juniper. Brilliantly straightforward and satisfying. 

Hunters Gin >>Cheshire 

Hunters Cheshire Gin is a top quality spirit based from a 300 year old recipe, which includes a unique blend of citrus 

botanicals & apples sourced from the company founders own orchard in the heart of Cheshire.

Brokers Gin >> England 

Made with the finest herbs, spices and fruit, Brokers Gin is specially blended to be DRY…not unlike the 

British sense of humour.

Hendricks >> Scotland 

Hendricks wondrous botanical signature consists of flowers, roots, fruits, & seeds from the world over. 

Brooklyn Gin >> New York

This gin is a craft spirit made in the hip New York borough of Brooklyn with fresh citrus peels & hand-cracked juniper. 

The gin is fresh, complex & flavourful, It’s good enough to drink on its own.

Manchester Gin Raspberry Infused >> Manchester 

This premium gin is infused with the finest raspberries creating a beautiful 'very berry' pink hued gin .

This limited edition gin is not too sweet & has a delightfully smooth finish. 

Turncoat Gin >> Liverpool 

A handcrafted confident London Dry Gin. A very forward and long lasting juniper flavour with a spicy dry nutty finish 

brought along by 11 botanicals.

Cuckoo Spiced Gin >> Lancashire

Cuckoo is a complex gin with a smooth mouth feel but with warming aromatics on the nose and palate, the Lancashire 

Spiced Sip delivers instant warmth to help with the cold nights!

London Number 1 >> London

This gin is distilled in small batches in the heart of  London, the gin's unique flavour is the result of the quality of the 12 

raw botanicals used, as well as its distillation in pot stills. 

Portobello Road >> London 

On the palate Portobello Road Gin has a generous slug of juniper & a sustained, fresh citrus character from the use of 

lemon, bitter orange & coriander, which then develops into a sweet peppery finish, achieved by the use of 

liquorice & nutmeg.

Plymouth Gin >> Plymouth 

Plymouth Gin is a true original. Since 1793 its unique recipe of the seven botanicals has been made to the highest 

standards in the same distillery in the very heart of the historical city of Plymouth.
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Cocktails 

WINTER BERRY BRAMBLE

Beefeater gin, cream de mere, lemon juice & gomme syrup garnished with winter berries

This is somewhat of a modern classic with a perfect balance of sweet and sour tones.

TOM COLLINS

Beefeater gin, lemon juice, gomme syrup & soda garnished with lemon

The Tom Collins is a classic gin cocktail that's a bit tart thanks to the lemon juice, a bit sweet thanks to the simple 

syrup & a bit fizzy thanks to the soda.

ESPRESSO MARTINI 

Absolut vodka, kahlua, gomme syrup, double espresso garnished with coffee beans 

This classic coffee favourite will give you the boost you need for the night ahead or as an after dinner drink.

BLOODY MARY 

Absolut vodka, tomato juice, Worcester sauce, tabasco, lime juice, salt & pepper garnished with a 

celery stick and lemon

Love it or hate it, spiced or not spiced, the bloody mary is a staple to any cocktail menu.
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Ring O’ Bells Loves Cocktails
We are very excited to bring you our first selection of  cocktails. 

We will be adding to this list gradually & any feedback 

would be most welcome.



After Dinner Drinks

Cognac
Cognac Martel V.S. £2.90

Whisky

Single Malt 

Ardbeg 10 Year Old, Islay £4.50 

Bowmore 12 Year Old, Islay £4.10 

Glenlivet 12 Year Old, Speyside £4.50 

Jura 10 Year Old, Jura £4.90 

Lagavulin 16 Year Old, Islay 5.50 

Macallan Fine Oak 10 Year Old, Speyside £5.40

Bourbon

Jack Daniels  Tennessee £3.00 

Irish

Jamesons £3.00 

Blended 

Rock Oyster £4.10 

Liqueurs
Disaronno Amaretto £3.00 

Cointreau £3.00

Kahlua £3.00
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